INTRODUCTION
The study of factors of infinité séquences goes back at least to THUE ( [11] , [12] ) and one of the questions which have been addressed is the problem of computing the complexity function P, where P (n) is the number of distinct factors of length n.
If a séquence is not periodic, one can easily prove that the complexity function is strictly increasing. In this case, one has for any n E N, P(n) > n + 1. So, séquences such that P (n) = n + 1, called Sturmian séquences [3] , have minimum complexity. The topological entropy of the dynamical Systems associated to those séquences is nul.
After the investigation of an example, we détermine the minimum complexity of automatic non Sturmian séquences (fixed points of injective constant-length substitutions) on sets of two éléments.
PRELEMINARIES
Let A* be the free monoid generated by a non-empty finite set A called alphabet. The éléments of A are called letters and those of A* words. For any word t; in A* ? |^| dénotes the length of v, namely the numbers of its letters. The identity element of A* denoted by e is the empty word. It is a word of length 0. A word v is said to be a factor of w if w = xvy for some x, y in A*, We then write v\w. If x = e (resp. y ~ e), v is called a prefix (resp. suffix) of w. A prefix or a suffix of w is said to be strict if it is différent from w.
We call substitution, a morphism ƒ : A -*-A*. It can be naturally extended to a morphism from A* to A*. A substitution is said to be a constant-length a substitution if a = | ƒ (i)\ for any letter i of A. If there exists a letter a G A such that ƒ (a) = am with |m| > 0, then the set of the words with prefix a hàs a fixed point u -amf (m) ƒ 2 (m). . . ƒ fc (m). . .
When an infinité word u is a fixed point of a constant-length substitution on an alphabet, it is called automatic. In fact it is well known ( [2] , [1] ) that such a séquence is recognizable by a fc-automaton. (The interested reader can find in [1] , [4] or [9] the définition of recognizability).
We dénote by F the set of the finite factors of u and by F (n) its subset consisting of the factors of length n. It is trivial to verify that every factor of a word v of F is a word of F and that there exists a letter a such that va is in the set F, The factor v of u is said to be special if for any letter i of A, wi is a factor of u. Dénote by F S the set of the special factors of u and by F S (n) the set of the special factors of length n.
Let S be the shift defined by S (ao a\ a2...) = aia2». and let Q, be the closure of the set
The séquence u is associated to the dynamical System (ÎÎ, T) (where T is the restriction of S to ÎÎ) and it is said to be minimal when the empty set and Q are the only closed subsets of Cl invariant under T.
As noticed in [5] , the behavior of P (n) is directly linked to the topological entropy h of the associated dynamical System: h = lim----. n We give hère a simple criterium for minimality: PROPOSITION 
: Let u be a fixed point of the substitution ƒ on the alphabet A. If a is a prefix of u with \f (a)\ > 2 and if every letter of A is a factor of u, then the following are equivalent:
(i) u is minimal and lim ƒ k (b) -+00 for every letter b £ A. (ii) There exists L < Card (A) such thatfor any b E A a \ f L (&). (iii) For any b e A, there exists k(b) G N such that a \f k ( b ) (b).
FACTORS AND SPECIAL FACTORS
Let u be a minimal séquence, fixed point of an injective constant-length a substitution ƒ and let w be a factor of u. It can be decomposed as follows:
In (1) x is a strict suffix of a word ƒ (v\), y is a strict prefix of a word ƒ (^2) and v\ V V2 is a factor of u.
A factor w of n is said to be rythmical if it has a unique décomposition with condition (1).
The following results, noticed in [6] , have been proved in [7] and [8] . We recall here some useful properties (see [9] ) of factors and special factors. PROPERTY 
1: ïf there exists a rythmical factor R ofu with R > a, then every factor of u which has R as a factor is rythmic.
PROPERTY 2: Every suffix of a special factor is special PROPERTY 
3: If F S (p) is empty, then for any n > p, F S (n) is empty.
Let n > Lo be an integer, where Lo is the constant of Proposition 2. For two different letters i and j, PRij (resp. PR) will dénote the greatest common prefix of ƒ (i) and ƒ (j) (resp. the greatest common prefix of all the ƒ (i)). In the same way, SUij (resp. SU) will dénote the greatest common suffix of ƒ (i) and ƒ (j) (resp. the greatest common suffix of all the ƒ (i)). Let us set a^3 = \PRi t j\ 9 OL -\PR\, W)i = \SUij\ and p = \SU\.
The following results describe an inductive method to détermine the rythmical special factors and have been proved in [9] : PROPOSITION 3: If there exist two different letters i and j such that \PRij\ / \PR\> then there is no special factor of length n. PROPOSITION 
4: Let k be the least integer such that ak + a > n and let us suppose thatfor any two different letters i and j, \PR{j\ = \PR\-Then

vol. 29, n° 4, 1995 the special factors of length n are suffix of length (n -a) of the images of the special factors of length k to which one has concatenated PR on the right hand side.
Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3 and 4, one has (see [10] ) for substitutions on sets of two éléments: PROPOSITION 
5: Two distincts special factors of length k give the same factor of length n G [a (k -1) -h a -f 1, a k + a] if and only if [i > 0 and n < <?{k -1) + a + fi.
The study of an example will be of some help to understand the gênerai case.
EXAMPLE
Let us consider the séquence u, fixed point of the substitution 1 -• 112, 2 -> 111. A direct counting gives P(l) = 2, P(2) = 3, P(3) = 4, P(4) = 6 and P (5) Since P (n + 1) = P (n) + Card (FS (n)) for any integer n > 1, one has n P (n + 1) = P (1) + J2 Card ( FS (?)) Hence, after replacing n's by (n -l)'s in the formula above, we obtain a new formula that allows us to compute P {n) for every n > 2. We can now tackle the gênerai case.
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THE MINIMUM COMPLEXITY
Let us consider a séquence n, fixed point of an injective constant-length a substitution on a set of two éléments. If for any k < a one has Card (FS (k)) -1, one can see by inspection that u is a Sturmian séquence. To have a non-Sturmian séquence with a minimum complexity we may have Card(FS(fc)) = 1 for any k < a, Card (FS(cr)) = 2 and clearly the number of integers q such that Card (FS (q)) -2 must be lower. Moreover, one dérives from the inductive method to détermine the rythmical special factors that Card (FS (q) [lo g<7 (n)]-l ( ) ( ) P (n + l) 2(n + l) + l + 2.
G -1
if n < (<T + 2) a' 106 *»'"
[log a (n)] _ i P(n +l) = (n + l) + l + 2. 
